
against reverse connections and acts as freewheeling diode
for inductive loads.
Returning to the sawtooth generator, IC1 is a 555 timer con-
figured as an AMV, which is tuned to 65 Hz with R2/C2. With
such an AMV the square wave at pin 3 is typically used, but
this time we are more interested in the charge/discharge volt-

age across C2. This is, strictly speaking, not a pure sawtooth but
is nonetheless very suitable as a sawtooth for this controller. If
it turns out that the controlled lamp flashes visibly, it is possi-
ble to raise the frequency by lowering the value of C2.
Because of the behaviour of the load and the dissipation of T2
it is not recommended to increase the frequency beyond
200 Hz, even though the circuit will work without problems at
frequencies greater than 10 kHz.
C2 is charged and discharged by the 555 between the bottom
limit of 1/3 and the upper limit of 2/3 of the power supply volt-
age. These limits are defined by three internal resistors of 5 kΩ
each. These also give the IC its name. In order to adjust the
frequency the upper limit is made available to the outside
world via the control input (pin 5). This voltage is stabilised by
C3 and directly made available to P1. The lower limit is defined
by making the resistance of P1 and R3 equal, so the voltage
division is the same as the internal resistors in the 555, with
which they are effectively in parallel. (024041-1)
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A universal voltage tester should respond to both dc and ac
voltages. The usual types with glow-discharge lamps only
work with voltages greater than around 100 V. The circuit
shown in Figure 1 uses a Darlington circuit formed by two
NPN transistors and can detect voltages of less than 1 V. It can
also be used to test continuity. Here the positive terminal of
the battery serves as the ‘ground’ connection. Consequently,
an input current flows even with a high-impedance connec-
tion, but this current increases when a voltage source with the
proper polarisation is included in the loop. A supplementary
piezoelectric buzzer allows the circuit to also be used as an
audio-frequency signal tracer.
The tester can be used in the following manners:
– Continuity between the two terminals or connection via the

fingers: the LED lights.
– Testing a battery with the positive terminal connected to the

input: the LED becomes brighter.
– Testing a voltage with the negative terminal connected to

the input: the LED becomes darker or is off.
– With an ac voltage, the LED current is

modulated, so the LED flickers and
the buzzer sounds.

All of this can be built into the enclo-
sure of a key finder, since the essential
components are already present: a bat-
tery holder, a LED and a piezoelectric
transducer. Alternatively, the tester can
be fitted into the case of a ballpoint pen

or a length of plastic tubing (see Figure 2).
An interesting experiment can be performed using this cir-

cuit. One person holds the probe tip, while a second person
holds the opposite terminal. If they walk over a carpet or syn-
thetic floor covering, the LED lights up with each step. This is
a consequence of charge separation between the floor and
the shoes.

(024086-1)
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